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A Sociolinguistic Survey Report; 

Revisiting the Southern Agaw Language areas of Ethiopia1 

Andreas Joswig and Hussein Mohammed 

Abstract 

In 1971, Roger Wenman Cowley published a short article on “The Kunfal people and 
their language,” providing some data on a group of people living in the area west of 
Lake T’ana in Ethiopia. Since then, no further research has been conducted on the 
people or the language. This report is based on two recent language survey trips to the 
area reported in Cowley’s article. A vital community was found that matches Cowley’s 
description, but rejects the name “Kunfäl,” as this is seen as a derogatory name. Their 
language is a variety of Southern Agaw (or Awngi) which, in pure linguistic terms, 
could be seen as distinct enough to be counted as a separate language. The speakers 
insist that their language is the same as Awngi, and they have no difficulty 
understanding materials produced for that language. Based on this, it is recommended 
that this variety be treated as a dialect of Awngi. This report also provides comparative 
data (including a wordlist) between various Awngi dialects and the varieties spoken 
west of Lake T’ana; also, a map of the Awngi language area based on the results of this 
study. 

1. Introduction 

“The language recorded as Kunfäl, spoken perhaps by no more than 2,000 people in the 
lowlands west of lake T’ana, is apparently also a dialect of Awŋi, though the imperfect 
nature of the data available to date makes any positive statement difficult.” 

This statement by David Appleyard in his article on Agaw languages in the 
Encyclopaedia Aethiopica (2003, p. 140) illustrates the need to investigate the 
situation. There are reports of a language called Kunfäl, which is spoken in an 
unspecified area west of Lake T’ana (according to the itinerary of the two researchers 
recorded in Cowley (1971). The language is apparently part of the Southern Agaw sub-
family and, as such, a close relative of Awngi. The two researchers who provided the 
data for Cowley’s article collected some language data but, given the fact that all data 
was collected in Amharic script and afterwards transcribed to a very broad non-
standard phonetic transliteration by Cowley (p. 101), it is very difficult to get a clear 
impression of what the language at that time actually looked like. Unfortunately, since 

                                                 

1 This report was first presented at the Symposium on Endangered Languages in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in 2005. Our 
gratitude goes to Ryan Boone, who helped us in many practical ways during two survey trips. In addition, we want 
to express our thanks to the helpful Culture Bureau administrators of the Amhara National Regional State, the 
Benishangul-Gumuz Regional State, Metekel Zone, North-Gonder Zone, Dangur Wereda, K’wara Wereda, and Alefa 
Wereda, who all graciously gave us permission to do research in their respective areas and helped us in every way 
we asked. We also thank our colleagues, Mike Bryant and Michael and Colleen Ahland of SIL Ethiopia, for valuable 
comments on various stages of this report, and Alison Nicolle for her editing. 
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the early 1970s, no one has taken a closer look at the language, so the information 
presented by Cowley remains all there is on Kunfäl.2 

Awngi is a thriving language with at least half a million speakers,3 many of whom are 
monolinguals. The Awi Zone Education Desk and the Awi Zone Culture Desk are 
working hard to standardize Awngi and develop it into a written language suitable for 
primary school education. Therefore, the question of what constitutes the language 
area of Awngi is getting more and more pressing. In principle, there are two 
possibilities: 

1. Awngi and Kunfäl are both varieties of the same language; if so, the Kunfäl people 
could benefit from the language development efforts in Awngi and use all of its 
products. 

2. Awngi and Kunfäl are different but related languages. As previously stated, Awngi 
is thriving, but the situation of Kunfäl is not clear. Cowley reported several 
thousand Kunfäl speakers, but the language could well be on the verge of 
extinction 35 years later. There was a strong possibility of an endangered 
language dying out without anybody taking notice of it. 

It was not possible to get a clear picture of the situation by interviewing inhabitants of 
Awi Zone. Most Awis interviewed were not even aware of a group called Kunfäl. Those 
who had heard that name didn’t know where to look for Kunfäl, or they gave 
contradicting information. Some claimed that the Kunfäl live in the Chawi area, which 
is located to the west and north-west of Dangila, and is a part of Awi Zone. Others said 
that the Kunfäl live on top of Mount Belaya in Metekel Zone of the Benishangul-Gumuz 
Region. None of this matches the information from Cowley, who locates the Kunfäl 
somewhere in what is now the southern tip of North-Gonder Zone. Furthermore, the 
authorities in Awi Zone and Metekel Zone did not have a very clear idea of the 
relationship between the Awis and the Kunfäl or their whereabouts. The exception to 
this were the officials of the Culture Desk of North-Gonder Zone who correctly located 
the Kunfäl people near Gelegu in K’wara Wereda, but who also had no detailed 
information of the linguistic situation. 

For this reason, the authors carried out field trips in 2004 and 2005 to Mount Belaya in 
Metekel Zone and to places in K’wara Wereda and Alefa Wereda of North-Gonder Zone, 
with the objective of investigating the linguistic situation of the Kunfäl people. 

2. Methodology 

The information in this report is based on three types of data: a sociolinguistic 
questionnaire, a wordlist, and a comprehension testing procedure. 

                                                 

2 Appleyard’s article on Kunfäl, in the third volume of the Encyclopaedia Aethiopica (2007), reviews the information 
in Cowley (1971). 
3 The 2007 census (available online at http://www.csa.gov.et/) lists 631,565 ethnic Awis and 488,507 speakers of 
Awngi in Ethiopia. 
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2.1 Sociolinguistic questionnaire 

In all three locations, selected members of the communities took part in a group 
interview. The questions focused on language use in various environments, language 
status, and the relationship of the communities with other language groups in the 
neighbourhood (Gumuz, Amharic, or Boro). The interviews were conducted in 
Amharic, which, unfortunately, restricted the participants to men, since the vast 
majority of women in those places were monolingual. 

2.2 Wordlists 

Another source of data is a set of wordlists, which were collected in all three locations. 
The wordlist was adapted from the one used during the Survey of Little-known Languages 
of Ethiopia (SLLE) of the 1990s,4 containing approximately 325 words. In Alefa Wereda, 
only 250 words were collected. The data was transcribed, using the system of the 
International Phonetic Association (IPA). The lists claim a fair degree of phonetic 
accuracy, but lack of time during the visits prevented any careful cross-checking. The 
lists have been appended to this report (see appendix 6.2). The wordlists were 
compared with each other and with data from Awi Zone, which had been collected in 
four years of field work prior to the research for this report. In the light of this more 
detailed knowledge from Awngi, wordlist items were examined impressionistically as 
to whether or not they appeared to be cognates. Based on this comparison, we have 
attempted to express the relationship between the varieties in terms of lexical 
proximity (see table 1 in appendix 6.1). 

2.3 Comprehension testing 

At each location (except Alefa Wereda), a short personal narrative text was recorded in 
the language variety of that location. Based on a sentence-by-sentence translation into 
Amharic, ten questions were formulated on each text (in Amharic). These questions 
were usually not yes-or-no questions, but asked for details or facts contained in various 
syntactic and semantic categories. The texts were then played to a maximum of ten 
people in the other locations and the listeners responded to the ten questions. Since this 
procedure required some knowledge of Amharic on the part of the test participants, in 
all places but Awi Zone, the respective people were almost entirely male. Based on the 
number of correctly-answered questions, it was possible to establish a degree of 
comprehension between the two language varieties. When the average number of 
correctly answered questions lies between 8 and 10, it is assumed that the language 
community possesses a fairly high degree of comprehension of the other language 
variety (see Casad 1974, p. 46). 

                                                 

4 See Wedekind & Wedekind (2002) for a previously-collected SLLE wordlist of the Awngi language. 
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3. Language varieties 

3.1 Mount Belaya 

Mount Belaya was mentioned by some informants in Awi Zone as the dwelling place of 
the Kunfäl people. It is a large volcanic mountain rising up more than 1,000 meters out 
of the lowlands north of the town of Mambuk in Dangur Wereda (Metekel Zone). 
Although not far from Mambuk, the place is fairly isolated in the sense that it can only 
be reached on foot. Our investigation took place in the small peasant community of 
Bamp at the southern side of the mountain, but still high up on the ridge. 

The people on the mountain are called Gagrissa by other Agaws in the area. They call 
themselves Awi and their language Awngi. They are aware that the language is spoken 
in other places like Awi Zone and in the lowlands north of the mountain. They claim 
that they understand people from Awi Zone better than they understand the lowlanders 
in the area. On top of Mount Belaya there are two Kebeles or low-level administrative 
entities (Negus Dawit and Chamchi); in both Kebeles, Awngi is the primary language 
for all inhabitants. Many of them, including young people, do not speak any other 
language. Awngi is the language of everyday use and the only useful language on the 
mountain. Amharic is only used in church and at the market in Mambuk. Many people 
need an interpreter when going to the market, to a government office, or to the clinic. 
Schooling is rare on the mountain, and is almost exclusively for boys. Amharic is the 
medium of instruction. The people were not aware that Awngi is being used in 
government schools in Awi Zone. They would like to have schooling in this language, 
too. They were not aware of the new Awngi language radio that is broadcast from Awi 
Zone. They claim that they would like to listen to Awngi radio, if available. 

The wordlist recorded in Bamp shows a similarity of at least 80 percent (never much 
more than that) compared with wordlists recorded in various locations in Awi Zone. 
This, in itself, is a highly suggestive indication that the language spoken on Mount 
Belaya can be regarded as one of the dialects of Awngi. The individuals who listened to 
a text recorded in Kosober had little or no trouble answering questions related to that 
text. This shows conclusively that people living on Mount Belaya can easily use and 
understand oral materials produced in the Awi Zone variety of Awngi. With sufficient 
schooling, it will be even easier for them to read written materials based on the 
orthography in use in Awi Zone. 

There can be no doubt that the people on Mount Belaya are Awis, speaking an Awngi 
dialect. A comprehension test with people from Kosober listening to the story recorded 
on Mount Belaya showed that there are also no communication difficulties in that 
direction. There is no reason to identify the people on Mount Belaya as the Kunfäl 
people mentioned in the literature. They are aware that there is a group called Kunfäl, 
but they do not identify them with the Awngi-speaking lowland people who live 
immediately north and east of their mountain. 
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3.2 K’wara and Alefa 

Based on information received from the North-Gonder Zone Culture Desk it was 
advisable to look for the Kunfäl people in K’wara Wereda. This is a district of North-
Gonder Zone, located south of Metemma Wereda at the border with Sudan, north and 
south of the Dinder River. In this area, three languages can be found: Amharic, Gumuz, 
and Agaw. The Agaw area begins just east of the administrative centre Gelegu, with the 
first Agaw peasant community in Aswäl, half an hour on foot from Gelegu. Other Agaw 
settlements in K’wara Wereda are in Ikahwa, Agamhwa, and Bambuha. Each of these 
settlements is made up of several hundred households, so it is safe to assume that 
several thousand Agaws live in K’wara Wereda (The 1994 census for Amhara Region, 
published in 1995, counted 3,561 Agaws in that Wereda; the 2007 census counted 
5,185 Awngi speakers in all of North-Gonder Zone, without giving details according to 
the Weredas). 

Questioned about the name “Kunfäl,” the people of Aswäl emphatically denied that 
they are to be identified with this term. Also, they do not like the term “K’wällanyoch,” 
which is used by other Awis for lowlanders, meaning just that. They call themselves 
Agaw [agəw] and their language Agawi [agəwi]. They do not use the names Awi and 
Awngi. They have been called Kunfäl in the past, but they regard this name as very 
insulting. Based on this information, it can be assumed that the Agaw of K’wara are, in 
fact, the “Kunfäl” group described by Cowley (1971). Some evidence seems to confirm 
this assumption, but there are also some notable differences, such as the fact that the 
Agaw of K’wara never marry Gumuz people; Cowley (p. 101) claims that Kunfäl and 
Gumuz would intermarry. 

The people in Aswäl pointed to another group in Alefa Wereda near the town of 
Shawra who they think might be Kunfäl people. The 1994 census for Amhara Region, 
published in 1995, counted 6,830 Agaws in that Wereda. This information was 
confirmed in a follow-up visit to Alefa.  A group called Kunfäl by outsiders can be 
found in two K’ebeles of that Wereda, but they reject that name and call themselves 
Agaw. They speak the same variety of Awngi as the people in K’wara Wereda, and they 
can easily understand the Awngi variety of Awi Zone. So it can be concluded that the 
people visited in K’wara and Alefa Wereda are culturally and linguistically the same, 
and the places visited are the respective eastern and western limits of their habitat.  

The reason why the name Kunfäl is rejected by the people in K’wara and Alefa is a 
story told among Awis elsewhere. It echoes the one in Genesis 19:30–36. Two Agaw 
daughters got themselves pregnant by their father. One of them claimed later that she 
got pregnant by the Wembela tree, and for this lie she was cursed by her father and 
sent away. Her offspring was named after that tree, and it is said that the term Kunfäl 
developed from that word. Considering this, it is not surprising that nobody likes to be 
called Kunfäl. 

Despite living in close proximity to Amharic and Gumuz speakers, the K’wara Agaw 
have maintained their cultural identity well. They mainly marry between themselves 
(they would only consider marrying Amharas, never Gumuz), and only leave their 
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villages to attend the market. However, market-going is only undertaken by men, and 
thus it is only men who may have some proficiency in Amharic. 

The language is alive and strong. Women are usually monolingual in Agawi. No child 
has another language as their first language. The interviewees stated that their 
language would be used for many generations and that it would not be forgotten. The 
people have a positive attitude towards publications in Agawi. They also claim that 
they would buy publications (specifically stories) in Agawi. They said that, if there 
were schools to teach them to read and write their language, they would go to them. 
However, they have not yet seen anything written in Agawi. An Agawi radio program 
would be very welcome. One man in Aswäl was aware of the program broadcast in 
Awngi from Awi Zone, but stated that he has trouble listening to it; the reason for this 
he left unclear. 

The wordlist comparison shows a similarity to Mount Belaya of 72 percent and to 
Kosober of 74 percent, which is considerably less conclusive than the results from the 
Mount Belaya wordlist. With those numbers in the low seventies, the Agaw of K’wara 
may be a borderline case between a dialect of Awngi and a distinct language in its own 
right. 

Considering the low results from the wordlist comparison, it was surprising that the 
people interviewed had little trouble in understanding the recorded texts from Kosober 
and Mount Belaya. All of the interviewed individuals claimed that, yes, the texts were 
examples of their own language; some denied emphatically that there had been any 
noticeable differences between the language of the recordings and their own. They 
seemed rather excited that people elsewhere were speaking their language. Based on 
this evidence, one can assume that the Agaw of K’wara at least regard Awngi as the 
same language as their own, although some admitted that there were a few differences 
(playing them down, however). The intelligibility test, with people from Kosober 
listening to the text recorded in Aswäl, revealed some difficulties; the people tested had 
reservations in identifying the language heard as being the same as their own language. 
Therefore, this is not a situation of mutual intelligibility, but a one-sided intelligibility.  

4. Conclusion 

If the Agaw in K’wara and Alefa are the same group visited by Cowley’s team in 1971, 
then it can be safely assumed that they do not speak a distinct Southern Agaw 
language, but a dialect of Awngi. Although the differences in vocabulary are 
considerable, the people of K’wara accepted samples of other Awngi dialects as their 
own language and were able to understand them. In the future, linguists and 
anthropologists should not refer to these people as “Kunfäl,” because they reject this 
name. We suggest that either “K’wara Agaw” or “K’wara Awngi” should be used to 
refer to this particular dialect of Awngi. However, there is the possibility of confusing 
this name with ‘K’wara’, the name of a now extinct Western Agaw language related to 
K’emant. 

K’wara Awngi is very much alive and not in immediate danger of language death. 
Although it is a dialect of Awngi, the differences to the dialects spoken in Awi Zone 
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and Metekel Zone indicate that further and deeper study of this language variety is 
warranted. 

5. Map5 

The following map (figure 1) is based on the information gained from the three 
research trips. This map is tentative; all the borders of the language area are fluid and 
do not preclude the existence of other language varieties in the same area; the 
following facts and assumptions, however, are reflected in the map: 

• Awngi is spoken in Awi Zone, which accounts for most of the southern and 
eastern part of the language area, up to a point just south of the Dinder River. 

• Awngi is spoken on Mount Belaya and Mount Dangur. Among some Awis 
interviewed in Mambuk there was a man from Mount Dangur to the west of 
Mount Belaya; he speaks the same variety of Awngi as is spoken on Mount Belaya. 
He claims that in his area there is a mix between Boro and Awi villages. The 1994 
census for the Benishangul-Gumuz Region (published in 1996) lists a total of 
12,440 Awngi language speakers in Dangur Wereda. 

• Awngi is spoken by approximately 1,000 speakers near the town of Dibate, which 
is also in Metekel Zone. 

• Among the people interviewed in Aswäl there was a man who originated from 
Dangila. He claimed that on his three-day journey from Dangila to Aswäl he 
continuously travelled through Awngi-speaking areas. If this information is 
reliable, it can be deduced that the different places where Awngi is spoken are not 
scattered islands within an Amharic-speaking area, but a continuous language 
area. The area between Mount Belaya and K’wara is only sparsely populated, and 
it appears that the people there, called K’wällanyoch by the Awis, speak the 
lowland variety of the language. 

                                                 

5 We are very grateful to Colin Davis, who produced the map, based on data collected during the research for this 
report. 
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Figure 1. The Awngi language area map (© SIL International). 
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6. Appendix 

6.1 Southern Agaw wordlist comparisons6 

Table 1 indicates the degree to which two varieties of Awngi share their lexical 
material, as expressed in the wordlists collected in these places. Higher or lower 
numbers in this chart do not imply a higher or lower degree of genetic relationship. 

Table 1. Southern Agaw wordlist comparisons 

 Aswäl      

Aswäl 100 Belaya     

Belaya 72 100 Ch’ara    

Ch’ara 73 82 100 Dinkara   

Dinkara 72 81 89 100 Kosober  

Kosober 74 81 91 88 100 Tilili  

Tilili 73 80 87 87 90 100 

6.2 Wordlists 

The broad phonetic7 transcription of Awngi words in this list (table 2) uses the 
standard of the International Phonetic Association (IPA), and not any of the various 
Ethiopianist conventions. [j] is a palatal glide, not an affricate. [ʁ] is a voiced uvular 
fricative. When this fricative was heard voiceless (that is, as [χ]), it is noted in this list, 
although this difference is not contrastive in the Awngi variety spoken in Awi Zone. 
The same is true for all heard instances of [β]. The marking of tone is not based on 
careful analysis but on first hearing only and is, therefore, not reliable. For easy 
comparison, the data provided by Cowley (1971) is also attached to this list, as far as it 
corresponds with the data collected in this study. This data is presented in the 
transcription used by Cowley. 

                                                 

6 Dinkara, Kosober, Ch’ara, and Tilili are places in Awi Zone (see figure 1). 
7 The data from Kosober are not in a broad phonetic, but in a phonemic transcription. 
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

1 ɨḿpɨĺ / láʁú ɨmpɨĺí ɨmpli / laʁu ɨmplí / laʁu law / lahu 

2 láŋa láŋa láŋa láŋa lama 

3 ʃúʁa ʃúʁa ʃúʁʷa ʃúʁa šäwa 

4 seʣa seʣa seʣa seʣa Séza 

5 áŋkʷa ánkʷa ánkʷa ánkʷa ankʷa 

6 wɨĺta wálta / wɨĺta wɨĺta wɛĺta walta 

7 láŋéta láŋáta láŋáta láŋátá laŋata 

8 sóʁéta sóʁɛt́a sóʁʷáta soʁʷátá säwata 

9 sésta sésta sésta sésta sésta 

10 ʦɨḱka ʦɨḱka ʦɨḱka ʦɨkka teka 

20 laŋárŋa laŋarŋi larŋ láŋárŋ laŋareŋ 

100 leʁ leʁi léʁí leʁ liŋ 

all wullá wullá wullá  wela 

and ɨstá ɨsta ɨstá   

animal ɨnseská kɨmmí kɨmmí kɨmmí  

ant ɨŋ́ŋí ɨŋ́ŋí ɨŋŋi ɨŋ́ŋí  

arrow laŋq lanq lanqi lanqi  

ashes wúsí wúsí wúzí wúzí wezi 

ask kásíʁʷa kásíʁʷa kastɨʁ́ʷa kastúʁa  

axe mɨkaj ɡaŋi makaj makaj  

back (n) ɨŋɡɨr jɨwí ɨnɡrí ɨnɡrí  

bad dɨkkí dáɡawi jílli jilli  

banana múz muz muzi muz  

bark (n) qɨʃi ʁapi qapi qapi gämäd 

bark (v) kwɨj́ʁʷa kʷɨj́ʁʷa bambíʁʷa kʷejʁʷa / 

baβiʁʷa 

 

basket musɨb ɨnkuβani ʧɨʁali ʧɨʁali  

bat ʁar ʧáʁa ʁar ʧáʁa ʁar ʧáʁa ʁar ʧáʁa  

bathe qúʦʁʷa qusíʁʷa qustɨʁ́ʷa   
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

bear child  

   (v) 

kamentɨʁ́ʷa kamantɨʁ́ʷa kamantɨʁ́ʷa kamánti  

beard sɨddɨdí sɨwdɨdi sududdi sududdi  

beehive ankímí ankímí ankímí ankímí  

belly ɡuzɨɡ ɡuzɡi ɡuzɡi ɡuzɡi wezgi 

big dɨnɡulí dɨnɡurí dunɡúrí  dunguri 

bird ʧáʁi ʧaʁa ʧáʁi ʧáʁi čaŋi 

bite (v) ɨńnɨʁ́ʷa ɨŋ́ŋɨʁ́ʷa ŋúʁa ŋúʁa eŋid 

black ʦárkí ʦárkí ʦárkí ʦárkí sarki 

blood bɨrí bɨri brí bɨri buri / buré 

blow (v) kʷɨj́iʦɨʁ́ʷa afnɨʁ́ʷa kʷejʦɨʁ́ʷa kʷejʦɨʁ́ʷa  

boat tankʷí  ʤɛlβi ʤelba  

bone ŋaʦ ŋaʦí ŋaʦi ŋaʦi nadi 

bow dɨɡan dɛɡáni kartí azeɡɨb / 

karti 

 

breast anɡʷ anɡʷ ánɡʷi ánɡʷi anɡukʰ 

bridge dámb dɨldi dɨldí dɨldi  

brother 

   (elder) 

sén / jítsi ŋiʦé jiʦe jiʦe  

brown bunaʦiɡírí buna ajnɛt bunajnéti buni  

buffalo  ɡoʃ ɡoʃ kiwí kiw 

burn ʦajŋɨʁ́ʷa tankánʁʷa kanʦanɨʁ́ʷa kanʦalɨʁ́ʷa kanṣälṣ 

bush ɡiwiʧí qɨʧqɨʧi qɨʧqɨʧí qɨʧqɨʧi  

buttocks túŋʷ tuŋʷí túŋʷi túŋʷí däkʰäräté 

buy ʤewúʁa ʒewúʁa ʒewúʁa ʒewúʁa jäba 

cat anɡuʧa anɡuʧi aŋʷʧá aŋuʧí  

chicken dúri diri dírí diri diri 

chief alikí alikí alekí alekí  

child sɨr ʤerí ʤarí ʤári jíra jar 
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

chin kóʧkóʧ kóʧkóʧ mɨnɡáɡí ɡɨnʧɨd́di  

clay tambet ʧɨqa ʧɨqi muɡíní diki  

clothing síj ɨssí ʦanti  sangeté 

cloud damminí ɨẃli dammaní demmaní wel 

cold kurtɨḿí qaqiʦi qaqiʦí χaqíʦí  

cold  

   (weather) 

ɨʁʷmí ɨʁ́ʷmí ɨʁʷmí ɨʁʷmí ome 

come jintúʁa jintúʁa jintúʁa jintúʁa yeɡätu 

cook (v), 

   bake 

ɨnʤiʦɨʁ́ʷa ɨnʒúʁa diʦíʁʷa ʤiʦɨʁ́ʷa  

cough ɨwwurtúʁa ɨwwurtɨʁ́ʷa ɨwwurʦɨʁ́ʷa ɨwwurtúʁa  

count (v) ʧefʁʷa ʧefʁʷa / 

ʧefúʁa 

ʧewúʁa ʧewúʁa  

cow ɨlwa ɨlwa kɨmmí kɨmmí kema 

crocodile  azu anɡiʦí anɡiʦí  

crooked wulɡadí tɨmami ɡʷɛldamí   

cup fɨnʤál fɨnʒál sɨni / fɨnʒál fɨnʒáli  

cut kewuʁa kewuʁa kewuʁa ka  

dance ʃaʁúʁa ʃáʁuʁa jɨmí jɨmʦɨʁ́ʷa ʃáʁa  

dew ʧankʷi ʧankʷi kʷanʧíʧí kʷanʧíʧí  

die (v) kɨrʁʷa kɨŕʁʷa kɨrúʁa kɨruʁa kärew 

dig ɡɨʃ́ɨʁ́ʷa zɨkʷ ɡurʁʷa ɡiʃúʁa ɡʷarinɡe 

ɡɨʃuʁa 

gʷäräŋa 

dirty ʦámí koʃaʃí koʃaʃí / ʦámí   

dog ɡɨséŋ ɡɨssaŋ / 

ɡɨsseŋ 

ɡɨssáŋ ɡɨssaŋ kassaŋ 

donkey dɨʁʷarí dɨʁʷarí doʁʷarí doʁʷári dehʷari 

door ʦiɡaʁí áfi aβʤálí aβʤálí bära 

down kúkrí kúkrá kúkra   
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

drink (v) zɨqʁʷa zɨqasqɨʁʷa zɨqɨʁʷa zɨqa aw 

drum kiriwí kiriwi kiddí kiddí kiri 

dry (cothes) káɡí káɡí káɡí  kagi 

dull dudmí kɨrʁʷí lɨʁʷí lɨʁʷí  

dust abwarí / tɨtrí aɡʷarí tɨtrí aɡʷari / tɨtrí  

ear ɨnkʷaʁí ɨnkʷaʁi ɨnkʷaʁi ɨnkʷaʁí gʷahi 

earth, 

   ground 

bɨtí bɨtí bɨtí bɨtí  

eat ʁúʁa χúʁa ʁúʁa ʁúʁa ku 

egg ɨnkulal ɨnkulal kuláli kulali kulal 

elbow kɨŕŋi kubʦej kɨŕŋí kɨŕní  

empty naʁésí naʁésí ɡánki   

enter túʁa túʁa / túʁo túʁa túʁa  

exit fuʁa fúʁa / fúʁo fijúʁa fijúʁa  

eye ɨĺl ɨll ɨĺlí ɨĺlí el 

eyebrow ʦimɨrkʷí ɨl kuβ ɨl kɨndɨbá ɨlkɨndɨbá  

fall (v) ɨttúʁa ɨttúʁa tíʁʷa tíʁʷa  

farm (field) ɨrʃí ɨrʃí ɨrʃí ɨrʃí kidi 

fat (n) saʁʷí saʁʷi saʁʷi ʧwámi / 

saʁʷi 

säwi 

father tablí / jítálá tabli jítala / tabli jítala / tabli yetala 

fear (n) ʤɨfɨńt ʤɨfí ʤiβínti ʒiβistúʁa (v)  

feather labí mukí kɨŕta kɨŕtí  

fence ɨʦ́i ɨʦ́í ɨʦ́í   

few lɨq́a ʦɨĺlí lɨq́a   

fight (v) sebŋúʁa, 

sebtɨŋúʁa 

sebtɨŋ́úʁa seβnúʁa sebtɨŋúʁa  

fingernail jínk jínɡi jinɡi jinɡi yeng 

fire leɡ leɡi leɡi leɡ léŋ 
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

fish así asi asi asi  

fishnet  merebi maraβ maraβi  

flower ábíbí aβiβi ʦaɡí ʦaɡi  

fly (n) ʦɨńʦá ʦɨńʦá ʦínʦí ʦínʦí zinzi 

fly (v) bererʁʷa pɨrŋiʁʷa pɨrnɨʁ́ʷa pɨrnúʁa  

fool mónj mónj mónji mónj  

foot lɨkʷ lɨkʷí lukʷí lukʷí lugʷi 

forearm dindifí tanɡalí tanɡalí tanɡalí  

forehead ɡɨmbár ɨĺláfi ɡɨmbar ɡɨmbári  

frog ánɡudba  ɨnklankla ambɨɡudi  

fruit kupí kupi kupi kupi  

full waʁ waʁí wáʁí   

fur ʦiʦifí ʦiʦifí ʦiʦifí ʦiʦiβí  

give ɨjjíʁʷa jaɡúʁa aɡuʁa / ɨjjúʁa  yew 

go kasʁʷa kasʁʷa / 

kasúʁa 

kasúʁa kásʁʷa gazew 

goat fijélá fijɛĺá fɨléj fɨlej fläy 

God dɨbán dɨβani dɨβán dɨβan  

gold wɨrk wɨrki wɨrki wárki  

good ɡud ɡudi mɛlkámí / ɡúdi ɡudi mälkamé 

gourd kɨb kɨβí kɨβí kɨβí  

grass kíj kɨrári kɨrari kɨrari keräré 

grave diwʦí fɨrí bɨtí / dɨwʦi dɨwstu  

green amlaʦiɡírí arenɡʷadé arɛnɡʷadí alaʁʷénʤí  

guts zɨrmamiʦí zɨrí zɨrí zɨrí  

hair (of 

   head) 

ʦiʦifí  ʦiʦiwí ʦiʦivi zargi 

hand taf táfi taβí taβi tav 

hard tɨnkarí jissán tankarí   
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

harvest mɨŕt / sanu sebesebɨŋ kénʦí / aʦediŋ kénʦi  

he ŋi ɨŋŋi ŋi   

head ŋárí ŋári ŋárí ŋárí ŋkʰuri 

hear ɨnkʷáʁʷa ɨnkʷoʁúʁa ɨnkʷáʁtúma ɨnkʷáʁasqʷa egʷaw 

heart ʃew séndi / ʃɨw ʃɨwi ʃawi šew 

heavy zuqʷí zukí / zɨkʷí zɨnkʷi   

here ɨńda ɨńda ɨnnída   

hide befʦúʁa befʦúʁa babʦɨʁ́ʷa babʦí  

hit tásʁwa tásʁwa tasɨʁ́ʷa tazóʁa  

hoe adwamí adóma dwama ɡʷaráʁe / 

dwama 

 

hold ɨmmíʁʷa ɨmmíʁʷa míʁʷa míʁʷa  

honey ŋárɡi ŋárɡí ŋárɡí ŋárɡí nargi 

honeybee ʦɨʁará ʦɨʁárá ʦɨʁará ʦɨʁarí sähar 

horn ʤenʤ ʤenʤi ʤenʤi ʤenʤi jänji 

hot ɨnkʷuní ɨnkʷíni bɨrání bɨrání berani 

house ŋɨń ɡɨn ɡɨń ɡɨńí gen 

how? wɨt́a wɨtɨŋé wɨt́a   

hungry mɨrkɨtɨʁ́ʷ mɨrkɨtɨʁ́ʷa mɨrkimɨʁʷa mɨrki  

hunt (v) kaʧúʁa kɨʃʦɨʁ́wa kaʧamaw kúʁa kaʧúʁa  

hunter kaʧantí  kaʧani kaʧaní käčani 

hyena ɨʁʷí ɨʁʷí ɨʁʷí ɨʁʷi ewey 

I áni áni áni  ané 

jump (v) pɨŕruʁa kunɡúʁa zalɨʁ́ʷa   

kill kúʁa kúʁa kúʁa kúʁa ku 

knee ɡɨŕb ɡɨrɨb / ɡɨrb ɡɨrβí ɡɨrβi gerv 

knife karí bilawa karí kára  

know jaqɨʁ́ʷa jáquʁa aqɨʁ́ʷa  ahu 

lake ájk ajki bɨhári bahári  
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

laugh ʁʷáʁíʁʷa ʁʷáʁíʁʷa ɨnkɨríʁʷa ɨnkɨrú  

leaf ʁaʦí ʁaʦi qaʦi qaʦi kasi 

left (side) ʦanɡéʁá ʦenɡáʁa ʦɨnɡáʁá   

leopard ʦaneʁ ʦanɨʁ / ʦɨńʁi ʦanáʁi ʦɨnaʁ / 

ʦanáʁ 

sanki 

lie (down) ɡɨdɨmtúʁa ɡɨdɨmtɨʁʷa χuríʁʷa   

light (not 

   heavy) 

kɨlali sɛsɛri fɨnɡɨláwí   

lightning mɨláʁi mɛbrɛk mɨláʁí mɨláʁí  

lip kenfér zelβí kanfári kanfári  

liver ɡubét dulɛt́ ɡubati ɡubati gubät 

long liɡɡisimí liɡisimi laɡazmí  lagani 

louse jínti jíntí jíntí jíntí yenti 

maize ʃumbi ʃumbi ʃumbi ʃumbi  

make ɨnʦáʁɨśtɨʁ́ʷa ɡɨbrímírʁʷa saríʁʷa saríʁʷa  

man aqí aqí aqí aχi aki 

many mínʧ minʧi mínʧi  menči 

market ɡebel ɡeβɛli ɡaβalí ɡeβelí  

marry miʦʁʷa míʦɨʁʷa mɨʦɨʁ́ʷa mɨʦúʁa  

meat ɨʃʃí ɨʃʃi ɨʃʃí ɨʃʃí eš 

money ɡenzéb ɡenzebi ɡɛnzɛp bɨŕri  

monkey zaɡri zaɡri zaɡri zaɡri zägäri 

moon árfá árfa árfá árfá arfa 

mother ʧɨẃa ʧwá jíʧu / ʧɨẃa jiʧu / ʧúwa čewa 

mountain kawén kani káni kání kana 

mouth ʁɨmbí ʁumbi ʁumbi / qumbi ʁumbi kumbi 

mud ʧɨqí ʧɨqi ʧɨqi ʧíqí  

my wife jíqá jiqá jíqá jiχa  

name sɨḿ aqí ʦúŋʷi ʦúŋʷi kumtum 
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

narrow ʦɨbab ʦɨβaβi tabábi   

navel ɡurɨnqí ɡurinqi ʁufí ufi  

neck ɡurɡúm ɡurɡúm anɡáti anɡat  

nest ɡúʤ ɡúʒi ʧáʁi ɡɨńa ʧaʁi ɡɨŋ́a näwjéra 

new ɨskawí ɨskawí ɨskawí  eskäwi 

night ʁar ʁari qɨmúʁa χari kare 

no aj  aʁája   

none ɨḿpɨĺáwlá ɨmpɨlí ɨmpláʁi ɨlla   

nose ɨssán sán / ɨssán sáni sáni sän 

old (not 

   new) 

wuliʤí wɨliʒí wɛláʒí   

other ɨlliw lɨwí liwí   

path dad dad / dadi dadí dada  

peel (n) qɨʃi qɨʃi qɨʃi qɨʃi  

pig ɡɨrmí ɡɨrmí ɡɨrmí ɡɨrmí gerimi 

plant (v) tekelʁʷa tekɛĺʁʷa tekelʁʷa takalɨŋi  

pot ɡɨbaʧi minɨs kʷárʃí kʷárʃí diki 

pour 

   (water) 

ʧɨmbuʁa / 

   duʁa 

ʧɨmbɨʁʷa duʁa   

pull (v) ɡusúʁa ɡusúʁa / 

ɡusúʁo 

diɡzúʁa   

push (v) tɨńkɨf́ʁʷa tɨńkɨf́úʁa tɨńkɨf́úʁa   

rain (n) ɨŕi ɨŕrí ɨŕrí ɨŕrí rintu 

rainbow marjam 

dúnɡá 

kɛstɛ 

demmena 

ɡʷaradí marjam 

dúnɡá / 

ɡʷaradí 

 

rat jínʦi jínʦi jínʦi jínʦi  

red dɨḿmí dɨḿmí dɨḿmí dɨḿmí demé 
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

rest (v) furuʁa furúʁa arafúʁa / 

furíʁʷa 

furiʁʷa  

right (side) léwá léwá láwá   

ripe ɨnʤuʁí ɨnʒuʁʷa ʤíʁʷa ʤásqʷa  

river bɨn bɨní bɨni bɨni beni 

road dad dadi dadí  maki / dädi 

root (of 

   tree) 

sɨŕ sɨr suláli suláli / sɨŕi ser 

rope ɡeméd ɡemɛd́ ɡeméd qɨʃi  

rotten beseqɨʁ́ʷ beseqʁʷa bazaqɨʁ́ʷa bazaqásqʷa  

run ɡinúʁa ɡiŋúʁa ɡiŋúʁa ɡiŋúʁa  

saliva bɨsqí bɨsqi bɨsqí bɨsqi beské 

salt ʧíwí ʧiwí / aʃabô ʧɨẃí / ʧíwí ʧáwí  

sand aʃawí aʃawi aʃɨwí aʃɨwí  

sandals kedéká ʧámi ʧampí ɡɛβré ʧampa čampi 

say nɨʁ́ʷa nɨʁ́ʷa nɨʁ́ʷa nɨʁ́ʷa zekʷa 

scorpion  kúlfa ʧíʁʷa ʧiʁʷa  

scratch foketúʁa / 

ʁukúʁa 

ʁʷankíʁʷa χʷanɡɨstɨʁʷa   

see kantɨʁʷa kántɨʁʷa kantɨʁʷa kantɨʁ́ʷa kantu 

seed zér zeri zéri zeri  

sell wejʁʷa wejʁʷa wejʁʷa wejʁʷa  

sew saʁúʁa saʁúʁa saʁúʁa saʁúʁa  

sharp (edge) silaskɨʁ́ʷ afútí sɨláti siliwi  

shield ɡaʃí ɡaʃí ɡaʃí ɡaʃi  

short dedéŋi dendɛŋ́ dandáŋi   

shoulder maq maqí maχí maqí  

sickle alvin alvin alvin maʧɨd́i / 

alvin 
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

silver ber bɨr bɨrri bɨŕri  

sing zemerʁʷa ʒɨmúʁa  zemerá  

sister séna / 

jíʧúʤa 

ŋiʧíʒa jiʦana jiʦána yesan 

sit ɨnʤɨkʷʁʷa ɨnʧkʷɨʁʷa ɨnʧkʷɨʁ́ʷa ɨnʧkɨʁ́ʷa enj / čeku 

skin aɡʷazi makri daβali daβali däbälé 

sky dɨbán dɨβan dɨβán dɨβáni devan 

sleep (v) ʁuruʁa χurʁʷa quríʁʷa  qurew 

small ʦɨĺlí ʦɨĺlí ʦɨĺlí / ʤara  ṣeliy 

smell (v) ʁariʦɨʁ́ʷa χaríʁʷa ʁaríʁʷa ʁarisa  

smoke tɨʃ́i tɨʃ́ʃí tɨʃ́ʃí tíʃʃí ṭiši 

smooth lɨslasí lɛslasí lɨslasí leslasí  

snake múri muri muri muri  

sneeze atɨʃtúʁa atɨʃtɨʁ́ʷa ɨnʦɨntɨʁ́ʷa / 

atɨʃtɨʁ́ʷa 

atɨʃtúʁa  

spear wɨrém wɨrémi ankasí worémi  

spider ʃereríta ʃɛrɨnta ʃaríta ʃararíta  

spit ɨntɨf nɨʁ́ʷa ɨntɨf nɨʁ́ʷa tɨf nɨʁ́ʷa tɨf nɨʁ́ʷa  

stand (v) tiríʁʷa tiríʁʷa tirúʁa tiríka teriw 

star béwá béwá bíwí biwi biwi 

steal dadéʁúʁa dedéʁʷa dedaʁtɨʁ́ʷa kapa dädäy (thief) 

stick (n) ɡɨmb ɡɨmbi ɡɨmbi ɡɨmbi  

stone kárŋ karŋ kárŋí kárŋi kareŋ 

stool ɨnʤɨḱʷʦí ɨnʧɨḱʷʦí wɛmbɛŕi wembéri / 

dunkʷalí 

 

straight kétini kutta katatidadi   

sun áwá áwá áwá áwí awi 

sweat sɨśq sɨśqí laβáti / sɨśqí lavati / sɨśqí  

sweep ʦereɡʁʷa ʦereʁʷa ʦarakʁʷa ʦaríka  
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

swim bambuʁa bambúʁa bambíʁʷa bambíʁʷa bimbiñ 

tail ʦɨmár ʦɨḿár ʦímár ʦɨmar sämir 

take kaʦʁʷa kaʦʁʷa / 

kaʦɨʁ́ʷa 

kaʦɨʁ́ʷa kaʦúʁa  

teach kɨntɨʦɨʁ́ʷa kɨnnɨʦɨʁ́ʷa kɨnʦɨʁ́ʷa kɨnʦúʁa  

tear (n) sentí sentí sintí sentí  

termite ʦoʦa ʦeʦo / 

ʦeʦwa 

ʦiʦi ʦiʦi  

termite hill ʦóʦáʁʷa ʦeʦo ɡɨńá arβɨʧ́í arβaʧí / 

ʦiʦi ɡɨńa 

 

that ann jiʃu anni   

they ŋaʤì ŋaʒi na   

thick buzí buzí dunɡúrí   

thigh zampél zempɛĺ nakalí nakalí / 

zampáli 

 

thin ɨnʦu ɨnʦu kɛʧɨn  qäč 

think asebʁʷa asebúʁa aseβúʁa asebúʁa  

this ɨńn ɨńni ɨńni  eni 

thorn aŋʷ aŋʷ aŋʷ aŋʷu  

thread kɨrrí kɨrrí kɨrrí kɨrri  

throw,  

throw down 

zɨɡʷíʁʷa zɨɡʷiʁʷa saʁúʁa / 

zɨɡʷíʁʷa 

zɨqʷiʁʷa  

thunder mɨĺáʁíta nɛɡudɡʷád ɡoɡorɨʁ́ʷa dɨβan 

ɡɨmmɨnu 

 

tie (v) ɨnʦéwɨśtɨʁ́ʷa ɨnʦéwɨśtɨʁ́ʷa ɨnʦáwɨśtɨʁ́ʷa ɨnʦawɨstúʁa  

to be sick qunastɨʁ́ʷa kʷandɨstɨʁ́ʷa qundaʦnɨʁ́ʷa qundastɨʁ́ʷa  

tobacco   tɨmbaʁu tɨmbaʁu  

tongue ʦáŋ ʦáŋ ʦáŋi ʦáŋ ṣäŋ 

tooth ɨrkʷí ɨrkʷí ɨrkí ɨrkʷí erkuwi 
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

tree kani káni kani kani kani 

up ʤálaʃo ʤála ʤála   

vomit lɨqitúʁa / 

zurʦúʁa 

laqɨʁʷa wɨjaʁ nɨʁ́ʷa zurʦúʁa / 

wijaʁ nɨʁ́ʷa 

 

walk (v) lɨkús kasʁʷa lɨkús kasʁʷa lɨkus kasɨʁʷa lɨkus kazu  

want fajɨʁ́ʷa fajɨʁ́ʷa fajúʁa fajúʁa  

war wɨrém wɨrémi takus worem  

water aʁu aʁu aʁu aʁu ahʷ 

we ɨnnoʤi ɨnnoʒi ɨnnú  nʷa 

wedding ʁás ʁas qazi qazi  

weed (n) arími arímí arímí arimi  

weep ɨssíʁʷa ɨssiʁʷa seʁʷa sɨʁʷa  

well (n) alí ali ali ʧɨqɨʧɨqi / ali  

wet soʁénta soʁʷani soʁání  sekʰʷan 

what? dára ɨndárí dárnano  endämani 

when? wéni wɛńi wéni   

where? wúʃa wáda wɨźɨkazo   

whistle (v) ʃɨnkuʃtɨʁ́ʷa ʃɨnkʁʷa fɨɢultɨʁ́ʷa fíʁúltásʁʷa  

white fúʧí fúʧí fúʧí fúʧi fači 

who? aj aj ájni  ayni 

whose? awí ajwí ájwi   

why? dámaj ɨndárdáj dárma   

wide ɨssan ɨssáni saffi saffi  

wind nɨfás nɨfási nɨfási nɨfási  

wing mɨk mukí kɨŕti kɨŕtí  

woman ʁúna χúna ʁuna ʁuna kuna 

worm ɨʦí qɨʦí qɨʦí qɨʦí  

yawn kakestɨʁ́ʷa kakastɨʁʷa kakastɨʁ́ʷa   

yellow biʧá bɨʧa bɨʧa bɨʧaʦaɡeri  
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Table 2. Transcription of Awngi words ( continued) 

English 

gloss 

Awi Zone 

(Kosober) 

Mount Belaya K’wara Wereda Alefa 

Wereda 

Cowley 

(1971) 

yes jíɡa aw áw   

yesterday ajŋá ajŋá ajŋá   

you (pl) ɨńtóʤi ɨntoʒi ɨntú  enti 

you (sg) ɨńt ɨńti ɨńti  enti 
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